Breakthrough
At The Barbican

This pandemic has been more of an accelerant than a change agent, pushing us to evolve and adapt more
quickly than we could have imagined. Though Covid has brought tumult to our cities and communities, it also
comes with ample opportunities to evolve the way we live, work and play. London’s Barbican Exhibition Space 2
is a perfect example of large urban interior space that has suffered from an antiquated program, rendering the
space a contemporary ruin of the City of London.
In the post-pandemic return, these large, urban gathering spaces must adapt to fit the needs of the changing
urban fabric. The Barbican’s “Breakthrough” space will address both near-term and long-term programmatic
needs. This proposed adaptive-reuse connects its inhabitants to the broader community as a revitalized cultural
hub and new front gate to the larger Barbican Complex.
This new space breaks through the fortified walls of its predecessor, inviting the broader community with
open arms. Penetrating through the monolithic structure, it breaths in new life with light wells, plazas, shops and
more. With infrastructure upgrades for rainwater harvesting, updated hvac zoning and natural ventilation for
localized heating & cooling and improved indoor air quality, the Barbican is the ideal post-Covid destination.

LOCAL BOUTIQUE SHOPS
With the revival of retail, shoppers
“love local.” These shops provide
the brick & mortar experiences the
digital world can’t match.
MARKET AND INDOOR PLAZA
Selling fresh produce and local eats,
this market takes full advantage of
the rooftop garden’s bounty and
opens overhead garage doors to
the outside for an open plaza
MICRO-BREWERY AND PUB
Engaging multiple floors our microbrewery utilizes locally sourced
ingredients and harvested, filtered
rain water for its beer. The pub is the
perfect social space for a quick bite
or a night out with friends.

TERRACE LEVEL: REVITALIZATION
This path is for discovery, wonder
and relaxation, pulling tenants and
guests above the bustling streetscape to a fully operational urban
rooftop garden.

SECOND FLOOR: CONNECTION
This path is the main thoroughfare
acting as a new front gate for the
Barbican Center’s cultural mecca.

ROOTS GROW THROUGH RUINS

A NEW FRONT GATE

Like a complex root system taking over the fortification of
the Barbican complex, we’re proposing a network of quick
pedestrian paths that reconnect the site with the city. Strong
top roots that function as transportation arteries and
smaller capillary paths connecting people and carving out
physical space for them to meet, share and come together.

A Barbican is a fortified outpost or gateway, such as at an
outer defense perimeter of a city or castle. Our proposal
acts as a new front gate for the northern most side of
the Barbican Complex. Unlike the traditional Barbican
however, our design breaks down the defensive perimeter
inviting the city, and its inhabitants in, reinforcing the
connection to the city’s rich urban tapestry.

NATURE’S RETURN

BATHED IN LIGHT

The post-covid world has brought new perspective to
city dwellers. The new spaces have fully embraced the
importance of indoor air quality and fresh, locally sourced
produce. Urban gardens have popped up all throughout
the city contributing to the circular economy of local markets
and other boutique shops.

The existing double story space suffered from poor
lighting and a lack of connection to nature. In the new
scheme we’ve strategically carved light wells for natural
light to penetrate deep into the space, creating indoor
courtyards. We also have incorporated large operable
doors to open to the exterior allowing for ventilation and
a connection to nature.

GROUND FLOOR: IMMERSION
This path pulls the city’s inhabitants
right in, enticing them with a vibrant
market and many local retail shops.
It also has direct access to public
transit to encourage less car traffic.

PATH & PLACE
This design solution has broken through the Barbican to re-envision the post-modern ruins of an underutilized exhibition hall. By creating
a multitude of intersecting connection paths, just as the city streets, the space becomes a complex root system with various destinations,
fostering diverse, inclusive and hyper-local environments that serve the tenants of the Barbican and all of its visitors alike.

